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Q: Several months ago, four partners in a building 
deposited $100,000 in a joint account that was 
earmarked for paying taxes and other expenses 
related to their joint venture. 

Due to the financial crush during this difficult 
period, one of the partners wants to withdraw his 
portion, but his partners insist that he leave the 
money in the account so they should have money 
on hand when the taxes are due so they don’t incur 
penalties. They settled on a compromise: they 
agreed to allow him to withdraw his money on 
condition that he returns it by a certain date, and if 
not, he must pay a fine.
Is this a form of ribbis (interest), considering that 
this partner is agreeing to possibly pay more than 
his share in order to have this money available 
now?

A: There are two distinct angles to this case: the 
ribbis issue, and whether the partner’s agreement 
to pay a fine later constitutes an asmachta.

Regarding the ribbis issue, if a person lends money 
on condition that the borrower will be obligated to 
pay a fine if he does not pay back by a certain date, 
it is not considered a Torah-level ribbis prohibition. 
Torah-level ribbis is limited to cases in which the 
interest payment increases with the length of time, 
or to cases in which the borrower is required to 
pay more than the amount he borrowed in order 
to keep the funds for a certain period. 

In our case, since the borrower does not have to pay 
any additional amount if he returns the money on 
time, and incurs a penalty only if he fails to return 
it on time, that is not considered ribbis because he 
is not paying for the use of the money during the 
period it is in his possession (a fee termed s’char 
hamtanas ma’os, which is the primary prohibition 
of ribbis). Nevertheless, Chazal forbade levying this 
sort of penalty on a loan to prevent people from 
circumventing the laws of ribbis (haaramas ribbis; 
see Yoreh De’ah 177:14). (See Issue #147 regarding 

The Cheifetz family read the Business Weekly at the 
Shabbos table as their regular practice, sharing and 
debating their respective thoughts.

After a lively discussion about "Defamation Lawsuit" and its relevance to the issue 
of lashon hara found in Parashas Behaalosecha, they read the concluding verdict: 
"A person who defames another is usually not legally liable, but is 
required b'dinei Shamayim to appease him."

"What does that mean in practice?" asked Chaim. "Presumably, someone who 
defames another is not the most ethical person, and certainly will not be interested 
in going beyond the letter of the law toward the person he defamed!"

"Is there anything beis din can do about it?" Yisrael asked. "Do they even bother 
addressing such cases, since there is no legal liability?"

"What about the financial loss?" Meir chimed in. "Does it not make a difference?"
"Since there is an obligation b'dinei Shamayim," Aryeh said, "perhaps it should be 
permissible to sue in civil court? I know that in some cases, when beis din cannot 
adjudicate, they grant permission to sue in civil court."

"I don't know," said Mr. Cheifetz. "After Shabbos, we can ask Rabbi Dayan for some 
clarification."
On Motzoei Shabbos, Mr. Cheifetz sent an inquiry to the BHI regarding the article:
"You mentioned that the perpetrator is liable b'dinei Shamayim," he wrote.

“Does that mean that beis din will accept such a suit? What can they do 
to pressure the offender? Is it permissible to sue in civil court, with or 
without permission of beis din?”

The following week, the family read Rabbi 
Dayan's response:

"First, it should be clarified that liability b'dinei 
Shamayim is not just an ethical responsibility 
not required by law," replied Rabbi Dayan. 
"Meiri indicates that it is an obligation, albeit 
nonenforceable, and writes that if the person 
does not pay, he becomes disqualified as a 
witness! Others disagree, but this underscores 
the nature of the Heavenly obligation. Similarly, 
Maharshal cites from some that beis din should 
verbally coerce the person to pay, although 
he disagrees and writes that we simply inform 
him that he is required to pay b'dinei Shamayim 
(Pischei Choshen, Nezikin 3:39).

“When beis din had power over the community, 
they could excommunicate the offender or 
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DID YOU KNOW?

Non-compete 
agreements can 
be halachically 

non-binding if not 
set up properly. 

Ask your Rav or email  
ask@businesshalacha.com for 

guidance. 
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Q: I agreed to serve as a financial guardian (apotropus) for minor 
orphans. Am I allowed to retract and resign from the appointment?
A: A financial guardian who was designated by the father or beis din may 

retract until he takes active authority over the estate or begins tending to 

the orphans' needs. He is not obligated immediately as a vow (neder) to 

them (from which one cannot retract), because a commitment that entails 

effort does become a vow, or because beis din accepts his retraction 

and the vow is annulled, since presumably he did not intend to commit 

irrevocably (C.M. 290:23; Shach 240:1; Aruch Hashulchan 290:41).

However, after the apotropus takes active authority over the estate or 

begins tending to the orphans' needs, even of his own accord, he cannot 

retract, unless he can no longer serve, e.g., if he is leaving the city.

If should be noted that by law, also, an appointed guardian cannot 

resign without the court's approval; a replacement guardian will often be 

required first.

APOTROPUS  #3 
(FINANCIAL GUARDIAN) 

Retraction From 
Appointment

penalties incurred during a purchase transaction [mekach 
umemkar].) 

This is only true, however, if the penalty is a fixed, one-time 
penalty. If the penalty will increase weekly or monthly, that is 
real ribbis and is absolutely forbidden (ibid. 16). 

All this information is an introduction to our case, which differs 
from the scenarios we have described thus far because it is 
not a case of a loan – the partner isn’t borrowing money from 
his partners, but is, rather, withdrawing his own money from 
the pooled resources. Since this is not a loan, a penalty is 
permissible.

If, however, the agreement is structured in a way that requires 
him to pay a penalty only if the partners must pay his share 
of the taxes and other expenses, their payment of his share 
of these expenses becomes a de facto loan, and the penalty 
exacted from him is either interest (if it increases with time that 
he delays in returning it) or haaramas ribbis (if it is a one-time 
penalty).

To avoid linking a penalty with a loan, it should be stipulated 
that if the struggling partner delays returning his portion to the 
shared bank account, he must pay a penalty even if the other 
partners do not make a payment on his behalf. The due date 
should fall before any payments are due to be made from the 
joint account, so that even if they do have to loan him money 
to make those payments, that loan is unrelated to the penalty 
he already incurred, which would have been due even if they 
had not loaned him money to pay the taxes. Once he pays the 
penalty to his partners, they are allowed to pay his portion of 
the taxes.

We must now address the second potentially problematic 
aspect of this case. 

A pledge to pay a fee if a certain eventuality comes to pass is 
called an asmachata. Chazal ruled that asmachta agreements 
are not binding (asmachta lo kanya), because the person making 
the pledge doesn’t truly obligate himself to that agreement, 
because he assumes that the condition won’t actually come to 
pass (Shulchan Aruch, C. M. 207:13).

The struggling partner’s agreement to pay a penalty for 
failing to return the money to the joint account on time is a 
classic asmachta, which must be eliminated by writing in the 
contract with his partners that he made a proper kinyan on this 
agreement before a respected beis din. Even if he didn’t actually 
make such a kinyan, the mere act of writing such a clause into 
the contract proves that he took the condition seriously, and he 
can no longer claim that he didn’t truly mean to pay the penalty 
(ibid. 207:14, 15; Sma 42).

The poskim debate whether someone who collected 
an asmachta penalty is required to return the penalty 
because the payment was made in error, or whether 
this is not considered an erroneous payment (ibid. 
10). 

whip him until he appeased the victim, as a time-necessitated enactment 
to thwart slanderers (C.M. 420:38).

“Nowadays, beis din does not have that power, but some batei din will 
accept defamation cases that led to financial loss, with the goal of 
achieving a compromise to appease the victim or of using their social 
influence to silence the slander. Some further suggest that where 
there is legislation, perhaps beis din can rule based on dina d'malchusa 
or communal enactment, since the law is of social importance and not 
contrary to Torah values (see Ketzos 259:3), but this opinion is highly 
questionable. 

“Pri Hasadeh (4:40) was asked in a case where a person was liable b'dinei 
Shaymayim but refused to pay, whether the plaintiff could sue in civil 
court. He replied that he is not allowed to, since the defendant is not 
legally liable, and Shach (28:2) rules that when the obligation is only 
b'dinei Shamayim, even if the plaintiff grabbed payment, we take it from 
him (tafas – mafkinan minei). Even according to the opinions that we do 
not take away what he grabbed, he is not allowed to grab, and certainly 
not to sue in civil court, which entails a separate prohibition. Beis din also 
cannot grant him permission to sue in civil court.

“Nonetheless, we find a few exceptions, among them: Where the victim of 
the slander is subject to criminal charges based on the slander, and the 
only way to defend himself is to file a defamation lawsuit (see Tel Talpiot 
67:188); or where there is concern that the perpetrator will continue to 
defame, especially where it causes a chillul Hashem, and the lawsuit is 
necessary to stop him (Piskei Din Yerushalayim 3:15).

Verdict: There is a strong Heavenly obligation to appease the 
victim of defamation. Some batei din will address severe cases 
even nowadays, but only in rare cases is it permitted to turn 
to civil court.
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